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Using Google Maps on the Computer 

Go to the website: https://www.google.com/maps

It should look like this: 

https://www.google.com/maps


Searching for a Familiar Place

Type the address in the search bar – it is circled in red

Pro Tip: 

You can also type in 
the name of a 
business if you do not 
know the address.



Searching for an Unfamiliar Place

You only need to know two things – name of the 
place and the neighborhood or general area 

Pro Tip: 

Separate the two 
pieces of 
information with a 
comma 

Arby’s, Saint Louis  
Dillard’s, Brentwood 



Practice 

u Type in “200 S. Hanley Road, Saint Louis, MO 63105” 

u Type in “Pathways to Independence” 

u These searches should take you to the same place. Do the maps look the same? 

u What is different on your computer screen when you type in these searches? 

u Your friend wants to meet at a STL Bread Company on Manchester Road 

u What should you type into Google Maps? Hint: think of two search terms

_____________________________, _________________________________

u How many STL Bread Company’s did you find? 

u Which one is the closest to your house? 



Learn the Unique Features! 

There are a lot of 
features on the menu 
button – circled in red 

Pro Tip: 

We do not have time 
to cover all of these 
in Social College, but 
ask staff for assist 
with different 
features at an event.



It’s Time to Go 

Once you identify a place to go, hit the “Directions” Button – it 
is circled in red 

Pro Tip: 

When you have time, 
try using the “Save” 
button for places you 
go frequently 



Pay Attention to the Details 
You may need to put in your 
starting address: In this example 
we are going from Pathways to 
the Ballas Transit Center 

Also make sure you are using 
the correct form of 
transportation: In this example 
we are driving 



Choose the Best Route 
You may need to put in your starting address: 
In this example we are going from Pathways 
to the Ballas Transit Center 

Pro Tip: 

The fastest route is not always the best route! 

In the example circled in red, the fastest 
route requires you to take the highway



Using Google Maps     
on the Phone 



Using Google Maps on Your Phone 

Download the app on your smart phone. 

THE APP IS FREE! Do not pay for this app. 

Look for this icon: 



Searching for a Familiar Place

Open the app. 

Type the address in the search 
bar – it is circled in red

Pro Tip: 

You can also type in 
the name of a 
business if you do not 
know the exact 
address.



Searching for an Unfamiliar Place

You only need to know two things – name of the 
place and the neighborhood or general area 

You can also choose one of the buttons circled in 
red to search nearby

Pro Tip: 

Separate the two pieces of 
information with a comma 

Arby’s, Saint Louis  
Dillard’s, Brentwood 



Practice 

u Type in “200 S. Hanley Road, Saint Louis, MO 63105” 

u Type in “Pathways to Independence” 

u These searches should take you to the same place. Do the maps look the same? 

u What is different on your phone screen when you type in these searches? 

u Your friend wants to meet at a STL Bread Company on Manchester Road 

u What should you type into Google Maps? Hint: think of two search terms

_____________________________, _________________________________

u How many STL Bread Company’s did you find? 

u Which one is the closest to your house? 



Learn the Unique Features! 

There are a lot of 
features on the menu 
button – circled in red 

Pro Tip: 

We do not have time 
to cover all of these 
in Social College, but 
ask staff for assist 
with different 
features at an event.



It’s Time to Go 

Once you identify a place to go, type it into the search box. 

Choose the best option for you. 

In the example, we are going to Ballas Transit Center. 

Click the directions button – it is circled in red. 

Pro Tip: 

When you have time, 
try using the “Save” 
button for places you 
go frequently 



Pay Attention to the Details 
You may need to put in your 
starting address: In this example 
it is starting our directions from 
the “current location.”

Also make sure you are using 
the correct form of 
transportation: In this example 
we are driving 



Cue Cards



Search Nearby 

Can you find a place to buy a sandwich? 

How long will it take to walk there? 

How long will it take to drive there?



Search Nearby 

Can you find the closest gas station? 

How long will it take to walk there? 

How long will it take to drive there? 



Share Your Location

Your family wants to know where you are! 

Share your location with one person in your family. 

Hint: Your family member should have Google Maps 
on their phone in order to see your location. 



Share Your Location

Your friend is trying to meet up with you! 

Share your location with them. 

Hint: Your friend’s number needs to be 
programmed into your phone                     

before you can do this. 



I’m Lost 

You thought you knew where you were 
going, but nothing looks familiar. 

What should you do? 



I’m Late

You are running late for your Pathways 
Event. You need to call staff and tell them. 

What is the safest way to do this? 



How Will I Remember Where I Parked? 

Can you find the button that allows you to 
save your location? 

Where does it send your location? 



I Can’t Find a Parking Spot

You cannot find a parking spot near your 
final destination. 

Talk with someone about what you can do 
when this happens. 


